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ABSTRACT
India and Bangladesh, both have an export-led
strategy that has reduced poverty, promoted economic
development, and brought in new employment
opportunities. However, women have not reaped the
benefits from trade between India and Bangladesh.
Factors like geographical proximity, cultural and historical
similarity between the two countries present a mutual
advantage for creating a favourable trade regime for
women. Since the effects of trade are not gender-neutral,
this paper proposes addressing the challenges faced
by women traders as part of the forthcoming trade
partnership - Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Agreement (CEPA). The recommended policy solutions
would likely correct existing gender inequalities within
the sector and provide overarching opportunities for
female traders.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, evidence has shown that
international trade has brought prosperity across the globe due to
the free flow of goods, services, people, and capital. Participation
in international trade and export-led growth strategy are the two
prime areas where investment from most countries are increasing
every day. From 1993 to 2008, cross-border merchandise trade
has remarkably grown from 16 to 41% of GDP in South Asia (The
World Bank, 2012). India and Bangladesh are two important
countries in South Asia, wherein export-led strategy has reduced
poverty, promoted economic development and brought in new
employment opportunities. However, historically the gender
effects of trade are not well evaluated. In recent times, studies
strongly suggest that trade is not gender-neutral. Cross-border
trade produces changes in employment, prices and consumption,
and these changes have different effects on women and men
(Aguayo-Tellez, 2011; Women’s Edge Coalition, 2003). It is also a
fact that “countries that do not allow women to participate in the
economy fully are less competitive internationally–particularly
those countries with export industries that have high female
employment rates globally (The World Bank, 2012).”
Therefore, we have systematically examined the IndoBangladesh trade statistics through the lens of gender and
found that the dominant sectors of industry where women
have larger participation. Then we reviewed certain research
articles and policy papers and tried to find out the challenges
women traders face in these countries. After that, we have
provided specific, informed policy suggestions for consideration
of the policymakers of India and Bangladesh in their ongoing
“Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement”. These
suggestions are expected to benefit women at large.
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INDO-BANGLA TRADE RELATION
Bangladesh and India share a 4,096km long international
border and have a long-standing history of social, cultural
and economic relations. Bangladesh is India’s largest trading
partner in South Asia. Bilateral trade between the two countries
is growing consistently, and presently it is worth US$10 billion
(Table 1). India shares approximately 1.5% of its international
trade with Bangladesh and also has a huge trade surplus. Further,
Bangladesh is the largest contributor to India’s tourism industry
based on foreign tourist arrival (Ministry of Tourism, 2020).
INDIA'S TRADE WITH SOUTH ASIAN NATIONS IN MILLION USD
Country

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Bangladesh

7,521.79

9,299.99

10,257.25

9,465.49

10,172.67

Nepal

5,898.72

7,051.34

8,267.11

7,871.95

7,436.26

Sri Lanka

4,515.35

5,249.09

6,181.33

4,704.61

4,141.17

Afghanistan

799.24

1,143.53

1,150.89

1,527.42

1,335.27

Bhutan

817.10

924.11

1,026.86

1,144.33

1,083.32

Pakistan

2,276.36

2,412.83

2,561.44

830.58

329.26

Maldives

206.97

222.68

243.15

232.57

220.36

Source: Trade Statistics, Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of
India
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TABLE 2: INDO- BANGLADESH TRADE STATISTIC IN MILLION USD
Country

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Export to
Bangladesh

8,614.35

9,210.06

8,200.75

9,102.58

India’s Total
Export

3,03,526.16

3,30,078.09

3,13,361.04

2,91,163.54

Import from
Bangladesh

685.65

1,044.80

1,264.74

1,070.09

India’s Total
Import

4,65,580.99

5,14,078.42

4,74,709.28

3,93,610.56

Total
Trade with
Bangladesh

9,299.99

10,254.86

9,465.49

10,172.67

India’s Total
Trade

7,69,107.15

8,44,156.51

7,88,070.32

6,84,774.10

% Share
Trade with
Bangladesh

1.21

1.21

1.2

1.49

Trade
Balance with
Bangladesh

7,928.70

8,165.26

6,936.00

8,032.48

Source: India Trade Statistics, Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India

Bangladesh is India’s 23rd biggest trading partner, whereas
India is Bangladesh’s 2nd largest trading partner in terms of trade
volume. Bangladesh’s major export items to India are Readymade Garments (RMGs), clothing, yarns and fibre, animal or
vegetable fats and oils, jute & jute goods, made-up textile articles,
worn clothing and worn textile articles etc. (Table 3). On the
other hand, the export of cotton accounts for 21.44 per cent of
the major commodities exported to Bangladesh. India’s major
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2019
295.96

91.82

150.62

103.29

85

Description

Articles of apparel and
clothing accessories,
not knitted or crocheted
Animal or vegetable
fats and oils and their
cleavage products;
prepared edible fats;
animal

Other vegetable textile
fibres; paper yarn and
woven fabrics of paper
yarn

Articles of apparel and
clothing accessories,
knitted or crocheted
Other made-up textile
articles; sets; worn
clothing and worn
textile articles; rags

HS 2-Digit

62

15

53

61

63

101.29

102.24

113.46

130.19

195.46

2020

9.89

9.98

11.08

12.71

19.08

% Share

TABLE 3: BANGLADESH'S MAJOR EXPORT TO INDIA AT HS 2-DIGIT (USD MILLION)
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export items are concentrated in three major sectors. They are
(i) cotton, plant and agricultural products like cereals, organic
chemicals, coffee, tea, maté and spices, animal fodder, tanning
or dyeing extracts, manufactured textile materials and edible
vegetables and certain roots and tubers products (ii) minerals,
fuels, mineral oils and products, and (iii) capital goods such as
vehicles, and parts, machinery, mechanical appliances, nuclear
reactors and boilers (Table 4).

19.6

19.43

931.74

1213.8

Wadding, felt and
nonwovens; special
yarns; twine, cordage,
ropes and cables and
articles thereof

Top 12 products
exported from
Bangladesh accounting
for 81 % exports
Bangladesh’s total
exports to India

60

56

Source: Based on data from International Trade Centre (ITC), Geneva. 2021

26.36

Iron and steel
Knitted or crocheted
fabrics

65.8

88

72

36.75

Cotton

Aircraft, spacecraft, and
parts thereof

24.85

Fish and crustaceans,
molluscs and other
aquatic invertebrates

3

52

12.27

Ships, boats and
floating structures

89

1024.44

830.5

20.72

22.18

22.23

23.51

31.33

32.83

35.06

81.07

2.02

2.16

2.17

2.29

3.06

3.21

3.42
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Iron and steel
Plastics and articles thereof

72
39

245.54

359.53

306.42

Electrical machinery and equipment
and parts thereof; sound recorders and
reproducers, television

85

284.01
120.16

45.42

Cereals

10
Organic chemicals

829.40

Machinery, mechanical appliances,
nuclear reactors, boilers; parts thereof

84

Coffee, tea, maté and spices

896.84

Vehicles other than railway or tramway
rolling stock, and parts and accessories
thereof

87

29

910.92

Mineral fuels, mineral oils and products
of their distillation; bituminous
substances; mineral

27

‘09

1548.72

Cotton

52

2019

Description

HS 2-Digit

236.62

240.23

264.40

278.81

289.37

351.69

536.33

588.48

855.89

1696.85

2020

2.99

3.04

3.34

3.52

3.66

4.44

6.78

7.44

10.82

21.44

% Share

TABLE 4: INDIA'S MAJOR EXPORTS TO BANGLADESH AT HS 2-DIGIT (USD MILLION)
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7912.82

147.15
188.35
93.61
6536.33
8242.92

Articles of iron or steel
Man-made filaments; strip and the like
of man-made textile materials
Edible vegetables and certain roots and
tubers
Top 16 products exported to Bangladesh
accounting for over 80% exports

73
54
‘07

Source: Based on data from International Trade Centre (ITC), Geneva. 2021

India’s total exports to Bangladesh

6402.36

169.49

Salt; sulphur; earths and stone;
plastering materials, lime and cement

25

146.18

150.22

155.44

169.71

219.35

226.23

Tanning or dyeing extracts; tannins and
their derivatives; dyes, pigments and
other colouring

32

222.79

164.54

Residues and waste from the food
industries; prepared animal fodder

23

80.91

1.85

1.90

1.96

2.14

2.77

2.82
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GVCS BENEFITTING WOMEN IN
TRADITIONAL SECTORS
After 1990, international trade expanded rapidly due to
the rise of global value chains (GVCs) of individual goods and
services. GVC involves the fragmentation of production across
countries–instead of a single country producing a whole product,
multiple countries produce parts of the products depending
upon their competitiveness.
FIGURE 1: DEPICTION OF BACKWARD AND FORWARD
PARTICIPATION IN GVC IN THE FLOWCHART

Source: Original image from World Development Report 2020 (modified)

Women are comparatively better represented in firms that are
part of global value chains and are foreign-owned (World Bank
and World Trade Organisation, 2020) Therefore, GVC plays a
pivotal role for women in reaping benefits from international
trade. Along with direct benefits, such as an improved working
environment and better remunerations, GVC also indirectly
benefits health, education and empowerment, etc.
From the trade statistics shown in Tables 3 and 4, it is vital to
note that the dominant trade items in the Indo-Bangladesh trade
basket involve traditional items from the textile and garment,
and agriculture sectors. These two sectors predominantly
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employ women. Bangladesh has a competitive advantage in the
RMG sector, accounting for more than 38% of its total export to
India. 61% of the women labour force participates in this sector
(CPD, 2018). Cotton is a major export of agriculture from India,
and the Indian agriculture sector employs more female labour
force mainly through unregulated wage employment. A study
by the International Trade Centre has identified certain gendersensitive products in India where female employment is three
times higher than the average for the entire manufacturing
sector. The agro-industry mainly produces these products. They
are–manufacture of tobacco products, manufacture of clothing
except for fur apparel, manufacture of other food products, and
animal husbandry. In a nutshell, women produce a prominent
number of items of Indo-Bangladesh trade.
Products from the agriculture, textile, and garments industries
are low value-added products and require labour-intensive work,
which traditionally engages more women. Hence, there is a vast
potential for women from the GVCs of these two industries. Most
branded textiles have specialised value chains, such as packaging,
labelling, contract manufacturing, designing, advertisement
and delivery contracts. Similarly, value-added products from
agricultural sectors are flooding the nooks and corners of the
globe. Therefore, women can benefit significantly from the
traditional Indo-Bangladesh trade, which is yet to be integrated
with robust textile and agro GVCs. India and Bangladesh, two
of the most populated regions of the world, provide an extensive
market opportunity for cross-border trade. Evidence of women
benefiting from these GVCs has been recently documented. In
Bangladesh, for example, young women in villages exposed to
the garment sector, an export-intensive sector, delay marriage
and childbirth. For young girls, this exposure results in gaining
an additional 1.5 years of schooling (Heath and Mobarak, 2015).
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CHALLENGES FOR WOMEN DURING TRADING
ACROSS INDO-BANGLADESH BORDER
Trade between India and Bangladesh is presently carried out
by sea, air and land routes. The primary trade hub is at Haldia
port through bulk and containerised cargo. The two major
airports across the border—Kolkata Airport in India and Dhaka
Airport in Bangladesh handle the white goods. However, major
trade happens through land facilities, such as land customs
stations (LCS), integrated check posts (ICP) and border haats
(local weekly markets).
Presently, India–Bangladesh border has around 38 LCS for
cross-border movement of goods and people. There are currently
four operating Indian ICPs, namely Petrapole (West Bengal),
Agartala (Tripura), Dawki (Meghalaya) and Sutarkandi (Assam),
and a few more are underway.
The ICPs are high-level border crossings, having passenger
and freight-processing facilities. Customs authority, Immigration
and Border Security Forces are stationed at these ICPs for smooth
movement of goods and people. The bulk of the Indo-Bangladesh
trade is carried out through LCS and ICPs. These dedicated land
borders cater to 75 per cent of the imports from and 50 per cent
of the exports to Bangladesh. Male traders largely dominate the
traders’ Associations across borders, and women entrepreneurs
and traders are not well organised here (Nisha Taneja et al., 2018).
Formal trade also takes place through border haats along
four specified points that allow local people to trade without
paying customs duties. These haats are established through
MoUs between the two countries. Presently there are four
border haats, namely, Kalaichar(India) – Kurigram(Bangladesh),
Balat(India) – Dolora(Bangladesh), Srinagar(India) –
Chhagalnaiya(Bangladesh) and Kamlasagar (India)–
Kasba(Bangladesh). Day to day administration of the haats
lies with the Border Haat Management Committees. Traders
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are issued legal permits to trade in these border haats. Due
to multiple trade compliances, tariff and non-tariff barriers,
security controls, informal trade also takes place at many places
throughout the border. Considerable illegal trade is assumed to
be more than the legal trade amount because of the adjacent long
border, tariffs and non-tariff barriers (Nurul Islam, 2004).
Generally, women engaged in trade across borders face
several challenges. Women tend to face disproportionately
higher trade barriers compared to men. Time constraints due to
household work, lack of skills and training facilities, burdensome
customs procedures, limited access to capital including trade
finance, physical and mental harassment at the workplace,
cultural gender norms, and travel constraints prevent women
from full participation in trade. These challenges are particularly
pronounced for small-scale women traders in developing and
least-developed economies (World Bank and World Trade
Organisation, 2020).
Women participating in the cross-border trade across the
Indo-Bangladesh border also face similar challenges. A survey
carried out by Nisha Taneja et al., 2018, has documented
several impediments for women traders across formal trading
points. Women traders find it extremely difficult to get accurate
compliance mechanisms due to a lack of knowledge. They often
trade through intermediaries since they don’t have formal
women-centric trade associations. And since women can’t
make multiple trips across the border due to safety and mobility
constraints, they don’t fully explore the market opportunity for
their products. Lack of toilet and sanitary facilities and femalefriendly infrastructure often act as the biggest barrier to trade.
Money exchange and banking facilities are low not just at the
border haats but also along the formal ICPs and LCSs.
Further, due to poor network connectivity in the border
trading points, women traders feel disconnected from family
members, and rural women do not participate much in the trade.
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The haat management committee is predominantly led by male
members. Similarly, customs officials, border security forces and
emigration authorities at the LCS and ICPs are invariably and
disproportionately managed by men. This creates psychological
stress and a type of intimidation for women traders.
Both in India and Bangladesh, much of the land parcels
are recorded in the male family member’s name. Beginning a
business, operating the company, and finally, trading requires
access to finance. More than 90% of trade transactions involve
some form of credit, insurance, bonds or guarantee (World
Trade Organisation, 2017). Banks don’t lend to small women
traders or micro-small-medium enterprises (MSME) due to a
lack of collateral. Many female entrepreneurs in this region have
complained about the lack of finance (both trade finance and
finance for operating business). As a result, they are forced to
engage in small and traditional family-oriented businesses.
These are some of the major challenges for female traders
engaged in the Indo-Bangladesh trade. These barriers are well
documented and more or less universal for women traders across
the world.

COVID-19 IMPACTS ON WOMEN TRADERS
The covid-19 pandemic has intensified some of the historical
inequalities women face in social, political and economic
conditions. As many women work in the informal economy,
they are most affected due to pandemics. Early evidence suggests
that the pandemic is likely to hit women more than previous
economic downturns have, especially in low-income countries
(WTO, 2020). Trade is one channel through which women
experience the pandemic effect because of the traditional sectors
in which they work. For example, women account for 60 to 80
per cent of the apparel GVC workforce, which has been severely
affected by the pandemic. The textile industry in Bangladesh
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has been particularly affected due to the large volume of order
cancellations and the temporary closure of shops in the global
garment industry, resulting in factory shutdowns in Bangladesh,
Cambodia, Vietnam, and other countries (Devnath, 2020). The
shutdown of weekly markets in India and weekend lockdowns
in affected areas of India witnessed a complete closure of Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), leading to job losses
and salary withholdings. Since only essential commodities were
allowed for free movement across India, several women traders
found it taxing to continue their business.
The lockdown and social distancing measures have led
companies to adopt and increase teleworking to ensure the
continuity of their activities. Many women, especially women
working in light manufacturing or retail sectors that require faceto-face interactions, could not telecommunicate or work online
from their homes (Adams-Prassl et al., 2020). Low information
technology literacy, low mobile penetration, increasing burden
of childcare because of school closure also prevent women from
telecommuting. In addition, inadequate financial resources put
the survival of women-owned businesses at greater risk.
Therefore, it is imperative for policymakers not only to
understand the historical inequalities against women but also
to protect women from the aggravating effects of the pandemic.
Since trade effects of gender are not neutral and women already
don’t fully benefit from trade, policymakers must focus on the
above-mentioned strategic policy areas. There is enormous
scope for trade-led growth and economic outcomes for women
by increasing employment and wages, creating better jobs, and
lowering trade costs.
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PROMOTION OF WOMEN PARTICIPATION
THROUGH TRADE FACILITATION MEASURES
IN THE PROPOSED INDO-BANGLADESH CEPA

1. The TFA, which
entered into effect in
2017, aims to promote
trade facilitation
through improved
transparency,
simplified and
automated
procedures,
coordinated border
management,
and consultative
mechanisms (WTO
2015).
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Successful design and implementation of effective trade
facilitation measures directly depend on identifying the
challenges and barriers faced by cross-border traders, including
women. The adoption and implementation of domestic policies
in compliance with commitments established under the WTO’s
Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) can be a catalyst for
women traders by creating predictable and efficient customs
processes, reducing clearance times and trade costs, reducing
the opportunity for fraudulent practices at the border, and
increasing the involvement of women in trade facilitation
decision mechanisms.1
Presently, Bangladesh and India are conducting a joint
feasibility study for a Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Agreement (CEPA). CEPA is a Regional Trade Agreement
(RTA) that covers trade in goods and services, investment,
infrastructure projects, and e-commerce provisions. It can
promote economic integration between the two countries by
aligning their respective policies. Generally, women traders avail
minimal opportunities to enhance their capacity related to trade’s
regulatory regime and procedural aspects. Now, many countries
cover gender aspects in their trade agreement. Considering
the two nations’ age-old gender inequalities and demographic
profile, it is imperative for both India and Bangladesh to provide
gender-specific trade facilitation measures in the CEPA. Doing
this will enable lowering gender inequalities and help in reaping
the demographic dividends of the growing young population.
As seen, the current trade is predominantly in crops, dairy
products, handicrafts, handloom products, horticulture and
spices. Firstly, the movement of such goods should be facilitated
by both countries. Secondly, as these products are locally
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produced and involve women in those regions, there are marked
positive opportunities for female traders.
We propose the following gender-specific proposals:
 Identification of gender-sensitive items at the 2-digit
Harmonised System such as the National Stock Number
(NSN) level. Consequently, progressive reduction of tariffs on
such items to help more female entrepreneurs enter into trade.
 Establishing women MSME trade associations: Both
governments should create an enabling environment for
setting up Women Trade Associations in Dhaka and Kolkata,
and other prominent trade hubs. Facilitate registrations of
these associations and establish two-way communication
links between them and the government. These trade
associations can periodically organise small–scale capacity
development programs for traders to incorporate the latest
customs procedures and trade compliances.
 Create “Made by Women” as a regional brand amongst the
traders. Any consignment with the “Made by Women” brand
is quickly granted customs clearance through green channels
meant explicitly for women exporters. The movement
of such goods can be fast-tracked using Blockchain and
RFID technology. These technologies can exploit the
benefits of the platform economy, where buyers, sellers,
banks, customs house agents, freight forwarders, sanitaryphytosanitary certification agencies, cargo handlers and
tax officials can join forces together. Such platforms would
reduce the bottlenecks faced by trade and create a resilient
infrastructure against future pandemic-like situations. Since
women face time and mobility constraints, this model will be
a boon for women traders as the platform will eliminate the
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middleman, curb scope for corruption and reduce interaction
in an environment that is sometimes physically(sexually)
intimidating for women.
 Construct a bilateral trade portal that will list all the customs
procedures, tariff rates, exemption notifications, and preferential
rates of products. Additionally, form a pool of women customs
house agents (CHAs) empowered to deal with products
originating from women-led MSMEs or organisations.
 Organise annual trade fairs, roadshows and buyers-sellers
meet, focusing on the needs of the women trade associations.
Restricted access to trade finance is a global problem
that disproportionately affects women and limits their
opportunities. Improving women’s access to trade finance
can empower women-owned and managed firms (World
Bank and World Trade Organisation, 2020). Therefore,
CEPA can provide specific tax subsidies or subsidised loans
to organisations with more than 35 per cent of employees
as females. Both India and Bangladesh provide low-interest
capital access to textile and MSME sectors through Priority
Sector Lending Schemes. Any products from such MSMEs
can be granted export linked incentive scrips–cash refund as
a percentage of export value.
 Make provisions for holding quarterly “Grievance Redressal
Committee” meetings at the jurisdictional trading centres
(ICPs, Border Haats and LCSs) which should consult the
trade associations, women traders, customs officials, security
personnel, transporters, customs house agents, immigration
and all stakeholders involved in cross border trade. Include
women in the consultative process so that they gain more
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from the CEPA and set a precedent for other such trade
facilitation agreements.
 Install women-friendly infrastructures like toilets, daycare
facilities and help desks at the trading centres on a priority
basis. Provide discounted warehousing and storage facilities
for women traders and facilitate women trade associations to
negotiate with transporters for a quicker movement, storage
and removal of goods from one country to another.
These proposals need to be agreed upon and included in
the CEPA. Some of these are directly aligned with various
Sustainable Development Goals(5,8,9,10) and would further aid
both countries in fulfilling their international commitments.
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